We present in this paper the development of an enhanced ground control system (GCS) for unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs). The enhanced GCS provides a more flexible graphical user interface (GUI), such as the Google Map view, the primary flight display view, the task management view, the camera view etc. One of the highlighted features in this paper is the Google Map view, which can download the map tiles to local repository and restore them in the situation of no internet access. This function is impossible in most of the existing ground control systems. The offline Google Map view also provides the waypoint path planning function in a user-friendly point-and-click manner, which facilities the UAVs to fly automatically along a predefined path. Another highlighted feature is the task management view, which provides a user-friendly click-and-go manner to command the UAVs to finish certain tasks.
Introductio
The Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) are becoming more widely used in lots of applications. Despite the use of military use of UAVs, there are an increasing number of civilian uses for UAVs, i.e., the search and rescue operations, land and environmental surveying and agricultural spraying. In order to make the UAV system function properly, complex hardware components and software components are required, i.e., the onboard avionic system and the ground control station software system. The ground control station software system usually plays a role as a terminal for end users to monitor and command the UAV helicopters. All the necessary information related to the UAV will be displayed by the ground control station. The end user can also use the ground station to command the UAV to finish certain tasks, i.e., fly along a specified path.
Some communities have developed their own ground control station software. For example, the Mission Planner ground control station [1] and the QGroundStation ground control station [2] .The Mission Planner has a succinct Graphical User Interface (GUI). However, it has a poor data visualization approach. The data are visualized in an instantaneous way; there is no proper way to display the history data, i.e., the curve view, which is useful for platform debugging. The QGroundStation has fulfilled Mission Planner's gap perfectly. It has a perceptual way for data visualization. However, in a user's perspective, the GUI of QGroundStation is a little messy.
In our previous work [4] , we have proposed the first version of our own developed ground control system. It has a succinct GUI and a perceptual way for data visualization, i.e., the curve view of real time flight data and a real time 3-D reconstruction of the UAV flight attitude. The end users can also issue commands to the UAV by typing script commands to the command console. The previous version of our ground control system is mainly targeting to provide an interface for the engineers/researchers, who need to do a lot of flight tests to debug the new developed platforms. It has some drawbacks, such as, the commands has to be typed to the console. This is definitely unsatisfactory for certain tasks, which require a short time constraint. Therefore, we propose an enhanced version of our ground control station in this paper. We keep the previous version as a separated perspective, i.e., engineering perspective. Based on this interface, a new interface has been developed. In this new interface, the elementary movements and some elementary tasks can simply be issued in a click-and-go manner. The map service can also be provided in the situation of no internet access, which is impossible in most of the existing ground control station systems, i.e., [1] and [2] . This functionality enables us more flexibility for choosing the filed to do flight tests, where there is usually no internet access being provided. The enhanced version also provides the function for waypoint path planning in a user-friendly point-and-click manner(both in online and offline Google Maps). Some other features, such as, the primary flight display, the camera view and gauge view, make our ground control station more user friendly and providing richer user experiences.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the software graphical interface is briefly being introduced. In Section 3, the general software architecture is being described first. Then the software architectures of the enhanced features are being illustrated. In Section 4, some detailed software implementation procedures are given. The testing results are shown in Section 5. Finally, a brief conclusion is being given in Section 6. There are two GUI panels in our current ground control system, i.e., the normal user interface (as shown in Fig.1 ) and the engineering user interface (as shown in Fig.2 ). The normal user interface is the new developed user interface (UI). It is mainly being designed for normal users, who usually do not need to conduct flight experiments. The engineering interface is mainly designed for advanced users, i.e., the engineers and the researchers, who need to do flight tests for new developed UAV platforms. The normal user interface consists of the online/offline Google map view, the primary flight display view, the gauge view, the task management view, the control parameter view, the path planning view and the camera view. The engineering interface consists of the state view, the curve view, the 3-D model reconstruction view and the command view. Since the engineering interface has been discussed in detail in our previous work [4] , we will focus on the normal user interface in this paper.
Software Architecture

General Architecture
In this section, we introduce the framework for developing the ground station software system. The framework of the ground control station, as shown in Fig. 3 , has two layers, i.e., the background layer and the foreground layer.
Data transferring generally runs in the background layer. This layer collaborates with the onboard system (i.e., the CMM task thread) through a wireless channel, receiving data from and sending commands to the onboard system. Two separate threads are created for the receiving and sending actions, respectively. In the program, the receiver thread keeps reading the serial port connected to the wireless device and adding received data to shared global storage once they are received. The sender thread keeps waiting for user's commands and writing it to the serial port once a command is being captured. The read/write operation upon serial port collaborates with corresponding write/read operation on the onboard system.
As shown in Fig. 3 , parts of the data transferring also occurs in the foreground layer, i.e., the Google map view. This view collaborates with the Google map server and local disk file system, requesting map tiles from Google map server and storing them to local disk file system. A new thread is being created and being destroyed in the realtime, which is responsible for downloading the map tiles of a user-selected area. A non-persistent HTTP connection is being established between the new created thread and the Google map server for each map tile's request and response. As each map tile is being received, it will be written to local hard drive immediately.
The shared global data are the media between the background layer and the foreground layer. The global data are being dynamically updated.
The foreground layer consists of a variety of views displaying the in-flight data. Ten views have been developed in our system up to now, i.e., the state view, the curve view, the 3D view, the command view, the online/offline Google map view, the primary flight display view, the gauge view, the task management view, the path planning view, the control parameter view and the camera view. The state view shows the basic states of the helicopter in a manner of a list of texts. The curve view shows in-flight data in 2D coordination graphs, in which data are generally displayed as a function of time. The 3D view is used to reconstruct the actual motion of the helicopter in a more realistic 2D style. The command view is to provide the user a console sending basic commands to the onboard system. The Google map view enables the user to use the map services when there is no internet access. The primary flight displaying view is used to display the flight attitude, i.e., the roll angle, the pitch angle etc. The gauge view displays the altitude, speed, and heading angle information. The task management view provides the user an interface to command the UAV to do some basic flight Figure 3 . Framework of Ground Control System tasks, i.e., forward/backward movement, left/right movement, up/down movement, take off, landing, hover, circle movement, movement, spiral up/down, slalom etc. The command can simply be issued in a click-and-go manner like playing a computer game. The control parameter view is used to configure outer loop [3] parameters. The path planning view is used to provide the automatic flight function by utilizing the geo-information (i.e., latitude and longitude) provided by the offline Google map view. The camera view is used to display the real time video recorded by the onboard camera. In this version, document-view structure based on the MFC (Microsoft Foundation Class) library recommended by Microsoft for application oriented development is being employed. The global shared data are hosted in a document class, in which a variety of methods for data operation and fetching are integrated. This document class is the kernel of the program, which links all communication threads and functions of the multiple displaying views. The communication threads receive data from and send data to it dynamically. Displaying views, as visualization windows of document contents, periodically fetch the contents of the document and update their corresponding displaying for new data fetched. A brief description of such a mechanism is given in the following, 
The Normal User Interface Architecture
The normal user interface consists of the online/offline Google map view, the primary flight display view, the gauge view, the task management view, the control parameters view, the path planning view and the camera view. We will highlights the software architecture of the online/offline Google map view and the task management view in this section, since the map view has a complicated events handling mechanism and the task management view involves the handling of many complicated discrete events. The rest views normally can be easily implemented.
The Online/Offline Google Map View Architecture
The map view consists of three parts as shown in Fig. 4 , i.e., CGoogleView class, the Online Google map module and the Offline Google map module. The CGoogleView class, which is used to coordinate the Online Google map module, the Offline Google map module and other functioning blocks as shown in Fig. 4 , is considered as the central part of the Google map view. The Online Google map module is mainly used to provide geolocation information to CGoogleView class for downloading. The Offline Google map module is mainly used to display the already downloaded map tiles and also to provide some map related functions, i.e., the trajectory displaying and the path planning. The detailed descriptions of each part and their relationships are shown in Fig. 4 . It can be shown in Fig. 5 that the Online Google map module has two main events to listen for, i.e., the mouse click event and the "GoOffline" button pressed event. When the mouse clicked the map, the event will be captured by the module. The module will then wait for another click which indicates the complete of the area selection. If the ESC key is pressed before the "Add to local repository" button being pressed, the selection procedure will be cancelled in case of wrong area selection. Once the "Add to local repository" button is pressed, the module will send geo-location information of bounded rectangle to CGoogleView class. This information is being used to facility the CGoogleView class to download the map tiles of the selected geo-area. If the "GoOffline" button is pressed, the view will be toggled to Offline Google map module.
As shown in Fig. 7 , Once the CGoogleView class receives the geolocation infomation of the bounded selected rectangle, it will start downloading the map tiles. In the program, a new thread will be created, which is responsible for establishing non-persistent HTTP connections with the Google map server, to download the required map tiles. Once a map tile is being downloaded, it will be written to local hard drive directly for further offline rendering.
The Offline-Google-Map module has four main events to listen for as shown in Fig. 6, i. e., the "Download New Map" button pressed event, the "ChangeMap" button pressed event, the "Add WayPoint" button pressed If the "Download New Map" button is pressed, the view will be toggled to Online Google map module. If the "ChangeMap" button is pressed, the Offline-GoogleMap module will post MSG("retrieveLocalTileTable") to CGoogleView class to request necessary information of local cached map tiles. Once the CGoogleView class captures this message, it will access the local file system to collect the pre-downloaded Google map tile information, i.e., area name, map type, minimum zoom level and maximum zoom level. These information will be sent back to the Offline-Google-View module, and will be displayed in table style as shown in Fig. 8 . As shown in Fig. 6 . The ESC key can be used to cancel this operation. The map area/type can be changed by clicking the location tag provided by the table as shown in Fig. 8 . Once such a tag is being pressed, the correct map tiles will be rendered in the module.
The user can enable or disable the waypoint function by clicking the "addWaypoint" button as shown in Fig. 8 . If the function is being enabled, the user can now click the map to choose their preferred waypoints. Line segments will be drawn to connect consecutive points. The GPS coordinate of the chosen waypoint will be sent to CGoogleView class first, and the coordinate will be forwarded to "CWayPointDlg" dialog for display as shown in Fig. 9 . The user can also add, move up/down and delete their preferred waypoint with the help of "CWayPointDlg" dialog as shown in Fig. 9 . The line segments shown in Fig. 9 will be redrawn to show the correct relationship among the new waypoints. The last added waypoint can also be deleted by simply pressing the "ESC" key.
The trajectory tracing funtion can be enabled or disabled by clicking the "TrajectoryTrace" button. No matter the trajectory tracing function is being enabled or being disabled, the CGoogleView class will send real time GPS coordinates of the sensed UAVs to Offline Google map module. If the trajectory tracing function is being enabled, the trajectories of all the sensed UAVs will be drawn on the map as shown in Fig. 9 . 
The Task Management View
The task management view shown in Fig. 10 is responsible for the operation of the elementary movements and elementary tasks, i.e., the forward/backward movement, the left/right movement, the up/down movement, take off, landing, circle movement, movement etc.
The transition from one elementary movement/task to another is being triggered by a button pressed event. The transition process is being modelled by an event-driven finite-state machine as shown in Fig. 11 . It can be shown that the hover state always has the highest priority. It can interrupt all the ongoing movements/tasks (except the takeoff state). For the forward/backward movement, left/right movement, up/down movement, left/right spin movement, they can interrupt each other or even themselves. This is reasonable, for example, if the UAV is flying forward and the left movement button is pressed simultaneously, then the UAV will fly in the forward left direction. For the circle movement, movement, Spiral up/down movement, slalom movement, pirouette movement and turn to target movement, they cannot interrupt each other for safety consideration. All these movements should go back to hover state if they want to interrupt another task. For the transition between the elementary movements (e.g., the forward/backward movement) and elementary tasks (e.g., circle movement, movement), the hover state is also required as shown in Fig. 11 . 
Software Implementation
It has been mentioned that the document-view structure based on the MFC (Microsoft Foundation Class) library is being employed to implement our system. The other views except the Online/Offline Google map view can be easily implemented by the MFC library, which is dedicated for GUI development. In this section, we will highlight the procedure for implementing the Google map view.
Since the Online-Google-Map module and the Offline Google map module are implemented in the style of HTML webpages, which is written in HTML and JavaScript languages, it is difficult to make these two modules to communicate with MFC (which is implemented in C++ language) based CGoogleView class. There is no direct API provided by MFC to make them (JavaScript and C++) communicate with each other as far as I kwon. Thanks to the open source community, it is possible to call the JavaScript function from C++ now. The detailed procedure can be referenced in [5] . Another remaining problem is how to make JavaScript send messages back to C++ such that the messages can flow in bi-directional. The trick is shown in Fig. 12 . When we call the JavaScript function "window.location.replace(String url)", the MFC virtual function CHtmlView::OnBeforeNavigate2() will be executed first with the "url" as a function parameter. By using this property, we can develop our own protocol making the messages be part of the "url". Thus, the mes- If it is a "url" transferred by the JavaScript "window.location.replace(String url)" function call, the webpage navigation will stop since it is not required. If not, the webpage navigation will continue being navigated to its correct HTML webpage. Now, the bi-directional communication between JavaScript and C++ is being established. The Online Google map module is being created based on the Google Map API version 2 [6] . The Offline Google map module is being built based on the "OpenLayers" [7] . OpenLayers is a pure JavaScript library for displaying map data in most modern web browsers, with no server-side dependencies. OpenLayers implements a JavaScript API for building rich web-based geographic applications, similar to the Google Maps and MSN virtual Earth APIs.
Software valuation
We have done some tests regards the enhanced GCS. Fig. 13 shows the user specified waypoint-paths, which indicates that the UAVs should move automatically along these specified paths. There is a path generator, which is responsible for generating real time UAV understandable paths based on the user-specified path, embedding in the UAV onboard software. The real time generated paths and heading tuning for the paths in Fig. 13 by the path generator are shown in Fig. 14 . It can be seen that the generated paths and headings are similar to the user specified waypoint-paths.
Conclusion
In this paper, an enhanced version of our UAV ground control system has been proposed. It can be shown that the enhanced GCS provides a more flexible graphical user interface, such as the Google map view, the primary flight display view, the task management view, the camera view etc. It can be shown that the Google map view enables the user to download map tiles to local hard drive, which can be restored in the situation of no internet access. This function is impossible in most of the existing ground control systems. The enhanced version also provides the waypoint path planning function in mouse-point-and-click manner, which facilities the UAVs to fly automatically along a predefined path. It can be shown that the new developed interface is more user-friendly than our previous version, i.e., the task management view enables the user to command the UAV to do some elementary movements or tasks in a clickand-go manner instead of typing commands to the console as our previous version [4] .
